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An experimental survey of supersonic wing tip vortices has been conducted at Mach 2.5 using small scale 4-hole and 5-hole cone probes. The survey was performed 2.25 chords downstream of a semi-span rectangular wing at angles of attack of 5 and 10 degrees. The main objective of the experiments was to determine the Mach number, flow angularity and total pressure distn"oution in the core region of supersonic wing tip vortices. A secondary aim was to demonstrate the feas_ility of using cone probes cah'brated with a numerical flow solver to measure flow characteristics at supersonic speeds. Results showed that the numerically generated calibration curves can be used for 4-hole cone probes, but were not sufficiently accurate for conventional 5-hole probes due to nose bluntness effects.
Combination of 4-hole cone probe measurements with independent pitot pressure measurements indicated a significant Mach number and total pressure deficit in the core regions of supersonic wing tip vortices, combined with an asymmetric 'Burger like' swirl distr_ution. 
INTRODUCTION
Many fluid flow problems in aerodynamics and engineering are dominated by vortical structures. These vortical structures, or vortices for short, are the result of the separation and subsequent roll-up of boundary layers which have been forced to leave a surface. Study of the structure and dynamics of such vortex dominated flows is an active area of fluid mechanic research at the present time. Of particular interest to aerodynamicists are the vortices generated by the lifting surfaces of an aircraft. For example, the vortices shed by the w_.'ngs of an aircraft play an integral part in the generation of lift, and an understanding of their development is important from a general performance standpoint. Also, the vortices shed by the forebody or canards of an aircraft flying at angle of attack can interact with downstream aerodynamic surfaces or be ingested by engine intakes, causing stability and control problems during particular flight manoeuvres.
In an effort to expand the experimental data base on supersonic vortex dominated flows, various fundamental vortical interaction studies have been initiated at Polytechnic Universityl, 2. These studies have primarily been concerned with the interaction of supersonic wing tip vortices with lifting surfaces and shock fronts.
In order to thoroughly analyze the results of these experiments, a parallel program has been undertaken to develop the capability for accurate measurements of the Mach number, total pressure and flow angularity in these vortical flowfields.
Multi-hole cone probes have traditionally been the instrument of choice for measurements in threedimensional supersonic llowfields. Pioneering work by Centolanzi 3, using a 20°half angle probe with a diameter of 9.5 mm (0.38 in), showed that 5-hole cone probes could be used to obtain accurate simultaneous measurements of Mach number, total pressure and flow 'Thepressure orifices on the 5-hole probe used in this study are at x/D = 0.83, which is well within the region expected to be affected by nose bluntness. This difficulty may be overcome by using a three-dimensional computational scheme which properly treats the nose bluntness.
A shadowgraph of the flow taken during a typical cone probe survey of the tip vortex generated by the half-wing at _ = 10°is shown in figure 9(a). Flow is from left to right and the vortex core can be clearly seen convecting downstream from the tip of the halfwing towards the cone probe. A single stepprocedure based onthatby Centolanzi 3 was usedto calculatethesevaluesfrom the raw pressure data. SinCe significant variationin the pitot pressure occurs overlengths of the orderof thecone probediameter(3.2 ram),the pitot valueusedto calculate theflowproperties wasaveraged overa2 mm (0.08 in) length centered ontheconeprobetip. Figure  12( 
